ALLIANCE BRIEF

Changing the Security Landscape Together
Delivering the Highest Levels of Security Protection
with Unparalleled Performance and Lowest TCO
Today, a global threat marketplace collaborates and innovates to
attack organizations with continually increasing levels of sophistication
and complexity. The Fortinet – Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)
Alliance is a highly strategic partnership enabling both companies
to join forces to combine advanced technologies with best-inclass expertise to provide comprehensive and innovative security
solutions to the market. The Fortinet – HPE Alliance provides a strong
and complete suite of network and application security solutions,
integrating hardware, software and services to offer the highest levels
of security protection available on the market today.

Fortinet: A Leader in High-Performance Network Security
Fortinet protects the most valuable assets of some of the largest enterprise, service
provider and government organizations across the globe. The company’s fast, secure
and global cyber security solutions provide broad, high-performance protection against
dynamic security threats while simplifying the IT infrastructure. They are strengthened by
the industry’s highest level of threat research, intelligence and analytics. Unlike pure-play
network security providers, Fortinet can solve organizations’ most important security
challenges, whether in networked, application or mobile environments − be it virtualized/
cloud or physical. More than 250,000 customers worldwide, including some of the
largest and most complex organizations, trust Fortinet to protect their brands.

www.fortinet.com

Key Solutions and Services
nnAdvanced

security automation,
orchestration and proactive
flow block action via FortiGate
Connector for HPE VAN SDN
Controller.

nnAdvanced

SIEM (Security
Information and Event
Management) and Application
Security solutions via HPE
ArcSight and Fortify integration
with Fortinet products.

nnComprehensive

cloud computing
solutions provided by HPE Helion
Cloud, secured with Helion-Ready
FortiGate-VMs and other Fortinet
products to achieve software
defined security architecture.

nnRadical

reduction of costs and
risks of introducing new security
services, via Fortinet integration
with HPE OpenNFV platform for
communications service providers.

nnBest-in-Class

Managed Security
and Managed Firewall Services
with HPE Enterprise Services,
providing global coverage.

nnData

Center Transformation
Consulting Services via HPE
Technology Services partnership
with Fortinet.
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ALLIANCE BRIEF: CHANGING THE SECURITY LANDSCAPE TOGETHER

Fortinet − HPE Alliance: Global in Reach, Comprehensive in Scope
Through integration of Fortinet’s innovative and high-performance security products with HPE’s broad and global range of
industry-leading solutions and services, the Fortinet – HPE Alliance offers differentiated products, solutions and services to protect
organizations with the highest levels of security protection in a business environment in constant change. The Alliance further
extends Fortinet and HPE’s leadership position in enhancing the security of networks and providing customers with the deployment
choices and flexibility they require.
To learn more about industry-leading Fortinet and HPE solutions, please visit http://www.fortinet.com/partners/alliances/HPE

Broad Complementary Solution Portfolio
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